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InfiniiVision Automotive  
Better-Best Bundles
Save 25% off list price when purchased as a bundle

Automotive Better Bundle
Save 25% off the list price when you purchase Keysight’s InfiniiVision X-Series 

oscilloscope Automotive Better Bundle.

This bundle of products and options (DSOX3054AUT), built around the four-channel, 

500-MHz bandwidth InfiniiVision 3000T X-Series digital storage oscilloscope (DSO), 

includes a built-in function / arbitrary waveform generator. It also includes an 

automotive software option.

The automotive software package offers the broadest support for triggering on 

and decoding common automotive serial protocols, including CAN, CAN FD, LIN, 

FlexRay, SENT, PSI5, and CXPI. Also supported are signal charting and eye-diagram 

mask testing of CAN, CAN FD, and FlexRay differential buses. Additionally, the 

automotive software package offers symbolic decoding of the CAN, CAN FD, and 

LIN buses based on importing DBC and LDF files.

The bundle includes Keysight’s N2818A 200-MHz differential active probe for 

probing automotive differential buses such as CAN, CAN FD, and FlexRay.

The InfiniiVision X-Series oscilloscope Automotive Better Bundle includes the 

following:

Automotive Better Bundle 
DSOX3054AUT

DSOX3054T 4-channel, 500-MHz oscilloscope

D3000AUTB Automotive software option

DSOX3WAVEGEN Function / arbitrary waveform generator

N2818A 200-MHz differential active probe

DSOXLAN LAN / VGA module
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Automotive Best Bundle
You can also save 25% off the list price when you purchase Keysight’s InfiniiVision 

X-Series oscilloscope Automotive Best Bundle.

This bundle (MSOX4154AUT), built around the 4+16-channel, 1.5-GHz bandwidth 

InfiniiVision 4000 X-Series mixed-signal oscilloscope (MSO), includes 16 

additional logic / digital channels of acquisition. It also includes a two-channel 

function / arbitrary waveform generator and the ultimate bundle software option.

The Automotive Best Bundle includes the automotive-focused serial protocols 

and measurement capabilities in the Automotive Better Bundle. Additionally, the 

ultimate bundle software package supports power supply analysis and a broader 

array of embedded serial protocols, including I2C, SPI, UART / RS232 / 484, I2S, 

USB 2.0, USB PD, user-definable NRZ, and NFC.

The Automotive Best Bundle comes with the N2818A for probing automotive 

differential buses, including CAN, CAN FD, and FlexRay.

The InfiniiVision X-Series oscilloscope Automotive Best Bundle includes the 

following:

Automotive Best Bundle 
MSOX4154AUT

MSOX4154A 4+16-channel, 1.5-GHz MSO

D4000BDLB Ultimate bundle software option

DSOX4WAVEGEN2 2-channel function / arbitrary waveform generator

N2818A 200-MHz differential active probe
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